teXtual and musiCal struCture oF estonian Folk-songs in estonian song-heritage there are two clearly differing layers: 1) genuine, more archaic tradition (in estonian regilaul) which forms part of a broader tradition common to several Finno-ugric peoples around the gulf of Finland in the baltic sea; 2) newer, rhymed song tradition, which in estonia is clearly foreign, mostly german import and spread only since 17 th -18 th century. as for the structure of text, those two layers of estonian song-tradition
represent different text making principles: (1) stichic or linear (where one can add lines voluntarily one by one) in the case of regilaul, and (2) stanzaic (where lines are bound together in regular larger units-stanzas) in the case of newer songs. Regilaul-tradition is characterized by alliteration, parallelism and varied repetition, more extensive variation and more extensive use of formulae. in stanzaic songs lines are often bound together by rhyme or assonance and their text is much more stable. the musical structure is in accordance to the structure of text: in the most cases of regilaul the recurrent tune encompasses one line, often with addition of a slightly varied version of it for to repeat the text line by the co-singers; in the case of rhymed stanzaic songs the recurrent tune encompasses in most cases at least two lines, more often four lines, sometimes with additional chorus part.
text example of estonian regilaul (tampere et al. 2003: 167-168 There is notable difference in the melodic structure of the two song-styles as well. urve lippus in her musicological study "linear musical Thinking" (1995) makes differentiation between linear and harmonic musical thinking. in harmonic music all the notes of the melody have some relation to underlying harmony, whether or not that harmony is realized in sound. in linear music the harmonic component -the organization of pitches into chords and chord relations -is missing, a note or melodic figure is simply a constituent of melody (lippus 1995: 10-11) . in addition to regilaul and some other traditional music, lippus admits also medieval european music to have the characteristics of linear music (ibid: 7). in the melodies of regilaul harmonic basis can be discerned only sporadically, while rhymed songs in estonian tradition have clearly harmonic structure. The features characteristic to linear and harmonic music are comparably reflected also in the principles of text organization of estonian folksong-layers. in stichic composition the hierarchical structures between the lines (parallelism and varied repetitions) occur regularly but voluntarily, in stanzaic style they are regulated, forming the essence of the text-structure, often in the interaction of rhymes and stanza forms. The variation is considerably more prevalent in the case of stichic than stanzaic song-style. The stichic mode seems to represent more archaic way of composition and stanzaic mode more modern way comparably to the linear and harmonic modes in the case of music.
lippus states that linear music exists mainly as an oral phenomenon, whereas the complexity of harmonic music requires more often notation, which is a practice peculiar foremost to Western music (lippus 1995: 14-15) . That applies to the estonian traditionlayers likewise. Regilaul has belonged first and foremost to oral tradition, i.e. those songs have existed mostly in live performance and have been learnt through listening and practicing, without the help of written scores, while newer songs have brought along a considerable tradition of handwritten songbooks for practical purposes. one of the most remarkable authors in orality and literacy studies, Walter ong, in his book Orality and Literacy, has emphasized memory's centrality in oral culture and offered a list of characteristics that would more broadly characterize the modes of thinking and verbal expression of oral cultures (ong 1982: 36-49) . despite their employment of various mnemonic devices, these characteristics do not unequivocally refer to a word-for-word manner of passing on of the texts, practice of continuous adjustment of the texts' contents to make them relevant to the times are equally important. Characteristics noticed by ong match markedly well with regilaul tradition (sarv 2008: 122-124) . in particular the first one of those characteristics -oral expression is rather additive than subordinate -fits well within the differentiations discussed so far. hierarchic or subordinate structure of stanzaic songs manifests itself at the first instance in the division of text into regular units in addition to the division of text into lines. The inner organization of stanzas by means of rhymes and rhyme-schemas may add an additional dimension to the hierarchicity. another relevant characteristic is the redundancy or copiousness of the expression in oral culture in order to ensure that the information passed on would not get lost during the communication process. in oral society one of the functions of poetic form is to preserve important information, therefore it is reasonable to use lot of repetitions, varied repetitions, parallelistic statements and formulae. Those means are very essential to regilaul tradition where text advances quite slowly compared to rhymed songs. stanzas in newer song tradition are not so apt to linger at one subject or idea. The rhyme construction in itself seems to support advancing of content -it would be problematic in such a form to repeat the ideas variedly as there are barely any synonymous rhyme pairs. but even when the rhyme structures are not very rigid or when the rhymes have been lost completely in the popular translation from a foreign language, lack of systematic parallelism alone affords faster and more fluent development of the content. in the example of estonian stanzaic song above, rhyming is not a rule but an option; the couplets with morphological rhymes only or without rhymes at all exhibit some traits of traditional parallelism; balticFinnic traditional parallelism and rhyme seem quite systematically to exclude each other (cf. preminger and brogan, eds. 1993: 1055) . Though, in spite of the lack of the regular rhyme, in the newer layer of songs, the musical structure and the eventual regular chorus prescribe stanzaic structure very clearly.
Thus, on the basis of the textual and musical structure of songs as well as on the basis of the historical spread of the tradition-layers, regilaul tradition belongs rather to oral culture, whereas rhymed stanzaic songs have got more features referring to literate way of expression. as a working hypothesis we may assume that this might be true in the case of stichic and stanzaic poetic tradition more generally i.e. stanzaic rhymed poetic form has been spread in the conditions of literacy, alongside with the way of thinking specific to it. paradoxically, even pre-literate forms of folklore, at least in europe, could have been noted down only after the spread of literacy, i.e. already in conditions of literacy. besides, oral transmittance of folklore has not been ceased in literary cultures either and the traditions have maintained features necessary for memorization and performance. The functions of folklore, though, have been changed partly due to the spread of literacy, and this process may manifest itself in the content as well as in the form of folklore texts. stiChiC and stanzaiC verse Forms in european tradition in european tradition the stichic verse associates mostly with epic songs or old epics like homer's epics, germanic alliterative epics, Finnish epic Kalevala, serbian epic songs, romanian epic songs, russian bylinas etc. lyric non-stanzaic songs are, however, in different extents, known at least among baltic-Finnic, slavic and baltic peoples. the stanzaic rhymed song-tradition is represented by european ballad tradition, as well as by Christian hymn tradition and by various species of folk-songs. in european tradition stanzaic structures are mostly created with the aid of rhymes marking the end of the lines. undoubtedly rhymes and stanzas as poetic structures support each other and are in mutual interaction, but they do not inevitably have to co-exist. latvian folksongs, for example, consist regularly of four mari sarv, stiChiC and stanzaiC poetiC Form in estonian tradition and in europe trochaic lines without rhymes, whereas in romanian epic tradition rhymes do occur commonly, however without inducing the regular stanzas (hiebert beissinger 1988).
t. brogan in The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics states that most of the worlds 4000 languages lack the rhyme in their poetries altogether and that the rhyme is not originally native to any european language (preminger and brogan, eds. 1993: 1061) . Compulsory rhyme with metrical functions has begun to spread in europe in medieval times or slightly before. according to gasparov, when greek and latin poetry lost their quantitative basis, the new predominantly syllabic verse-form needed a device to make lines more coherent and rhyme, which regularly marked the end of line, did fit to fulfil this function (gasparov 1996: 96) . i am not going to discuss here the origins of european rhyme, whether it was spontaneous, derived from the rhyming tradition of prose, or followed the models of irish or arabian poetic traditions. apparently regular metrical rhyme emerged almost simultaneously in latin hymn tradition and in the occitan and provençal vernacular songs (preminger and brogan, eds. 1993: 1058; abondolo 2001: 241) . The latin hymns did spread along with Christendom, which in turn played a significant role in the spread of literacy. along with hymnody as well as balladesque folksongs the rhyme began to spread all over the europe in Christian poetry in latin, in vernacular poetry, as well as in folk poetry. in scandinavia, the alliterative poetics was replaced by rhymed poetic tradition in 14 th century, in england and germany even before. alongside with rhymed songs, the peoples in eastern europe have to some extent preserved the older stichic tradition until nowadays. Thus, the spread of rhymed stanzaic traditions coincides in certain extent to the spread of literacy and intersects with it in Christian hymn tradition, but that fact alone does not explain the overwhelming spread of popular rhymed traditions. moreover, it has been noted, that compulsory rhyme occurs mostly in those poetic forms, which use accentual verse systems and rarely in quantitative verse systems. The choice of verse system in turn has to accord with the prosodic system of the languagestress-timed languages with typical features like strong dynamic stress and reduction of unstressed syllables naturally favour accentual verse systems (lotman 1998: 1859, 2068) . The diminishing of inflectional endings can be seen as the one cause or presupposition of the development of "real" rhyme, as opposed to the morphological one (preminger and brogan (eds.) 1993: 1063) . This is without a doubt the case in germanic languages but this applies for the changes in estonian tradition as well -during the 13 th to 16 th centuries significant changes in the estonian language system took place; it lost several inflectional endings and developed some flectivity (see e.g. viitso 2003) . Those transformations, in turn, might have occurred due to the contacts with germanic languages (e.g. Wiik 1996: 238) , however, there are several opinions on this question. The language changes disturbed the basis and coherence of regilaul versification and this, together with emerged flectivity shaped a favourable linguistic ground for the acceptance of rhymed poetry. estonian newer songs have given up the use of archaic word-forms, so common to the regilaul tradition; more often they use literary language with some eventual dialectal features only.
Content, FunCtions and soCio-Cultural
baCkground oF songs so far we have discussed here the diversities between estonian older and newer song-tradition in textual and musical structure and in the language-use. the difference between the tradition-layers is, however, probably most salient in the content and function of songs. among the main subjects of stanzaic rhymed songs are love and tragic, often death, as well as life of nobility, chivalry, (lost) homeland, patriotism and realistic journeys during army service or seafaring (cf. tedre 2008: 432), which barely occur in regilaul tradition. Common thematic fields for both traditions are social protest, everyday milieu and mockery. in regilaul tradition the central subjects deal with family and kinship matters, peaks of life cycle and calendar/work cycle, and mythological issues. the divergence of thematic fields refers clearly to the different phases of the social thinking -the subjects of older songs refer to the collectivism and kinship society, the newer songs dealing with personal feelings and deeds as well as with historical events, belong clearly to an individualistic society. both traditions have extrapolated the most substantial clichés and values characteristic to its societal way of thinking for to build up the songs, in accordance of the function of either song tradition. The multi-functionality of poetic expression in traditional societies is probably not exceptional, but in brief, the purpose of regilaul seems to be to support the world order, the cosmos; singing of songs in significant, liminal, dangerous or hard times has been likely meant to secure the eternal recurrence and continuity, the singing itself forming a part of folk-customs, being itself a ritual and/or magical act. in the scholarly studies, now and then, several mythological songs have been construed relating to time cycles, as the song cited above, where falling and rising of the comb has been interpreted to represent the amplitude of the movement of sun (and its rays) during the yearly cycle, with saints referring to calendar dates (hiiemäe 2006) , or as in case of the mythological brother and sister interpreted as the guards for the alternation of seasons (lintrop 2001: 44) . The newer, rhymed songs, often complemented by instrumental music and dancing, have served as entertainment, mostly free from evident ritual relations. Ülo tedre, in his overview of estonian folklore, summarizes the functionality of song-layers in short: "regilaul was first and foremost an accompaniment for works and activities, newer song fulfilled the times of rest" (tedre 2008: 433) .
There is a recognizable difference in the time conception of song-layers too. The one main feature characteristic to ballad tradition is its narrative mode, presenting of a story which moves on in time, and this holds true for the core of the stanzaic songs in estonian tradition as well. The corpus of the older estonian songs is mostly lyrical, the songs usually do not tell stories, at least not the realistic individual stories, but rather tell about the stable or constantly recurrent issues. if there are narratives -and there are more of them in other baltic-Finnic traditions than in estonian regilaul -those have often mythological connections representing mythological, ever-present or recurrent time-perception as mari sarv, stiChiC and stanzaiC poetiC Form in estonian tradition and in europe well. There are, though, a few ballad-like plots, some of which have detected to have close parallels among the scandinavian medieval ballads (ots 1996) . arne merilai, analyzing the time models of estonian traditional and literary ballads, hypothesises that estonians have adopted the historical or linear time model via foreign, european patterns, the original one being parallelistic or recurrent time model. he proposes that ballads present the common Western european concept of time, and considers the appearance of time as the metaphysical base of the narration (merilai 1997). mall hiiemäe, who has thoroughly studied the estonian folk calendar, has noted -similarly to the regilaul-tradition -the prominence of collective values in estonian calendar customs to be in connection of the cyclical time-perception, and states the historical time conception to be an aspect of individualistic world-view, inter alia evident in the Christian canonical texts and world view (hiiemäe 2009). historical deeds and events are relevant neither in the framework of the functionality of older estonian folk-songs, nor in the settlement history of estonians, having been living in the area of present estonia thousands of years without undertaking any massive migrations or significant conquers in historical times.
The origins of the secular vernacular rhymed song tradition have been acknowledged to lie in the medieval courtly milieu of France, and/or medieval cities from where it spread on all over europe (see e.g. Colbert 1989; vargyas 1983; Ward 1978) . in the class-society of the medieval times the collective thinking faded off in the courts as well as in the cities and towns and individualism gained weight. valter lang, relying on archaeological evidences from late bronze age until the 13 th century, states that the settlements in estonia reveal low and rather hidden stratification of the society until year 500. The differences between the social classes start to grow afterwards but still remain modest in estonia compared, for example, to the lithuanian society (lang 2008) . in the subsequent period from the 13 th century onwards saxon and german colonists formed the higher class of society, i.e. the feudal owners of the land and local people, the clericals, and part of the craftsmen. The foreign upper class of invaders is probably one the reasons why stratification among estonians remained quite moderate for hundreds of years, and estonians retained their collective thinking, along with the poetic culture peculiar to it for that long.
The singing of regilauls was deprecated by church, apparently mostly because the singing formed often part of the non-Christian rituals. The extent of deprecation was depending on the time, location and the confession in question. as there are quite a lot of songs mocking, derogating and even vituperating "saxons", i.e. landowners, the song tradition probably served as a kind of protest against the serfdom, and could not be really approved by the foreign upper class. The style of regilaul-singing has been sometimes called by foreigners derogatively as screaming or non-singing (see e.g. an example in laugaste 1963: 35-36) . in the course of the 19 th century some estonian intellectuals, with german-style education, publicly began to disapprove the singing of old songs, praising the ideals of european culture. Where the church or religious movements had spared the regilaul-tradition, the constant europeanization, the cultural self-colonization, and changes in the socio-cultural background, all together contributed to the gradual fading of the tradition (cf. the discussion on the europeanization processes in hungarian poetics in abondolo 2001: 275-278). instead of the old tradition, the european-style rhymed songs were accepted and acquired. rhymed songs were perceived as a part of european culture, i.e. with higher status, and suited better to the new, more individualistic society qua their content and functions.
The change from the stichic to the stanzaic form in the estonian song-tradition did not thus comprise barely the change of the poetic form. a whole poetic system along with its form, thematic, functions, clichés, and time model, was replaced by another one, in the context of the cultural contacts and in reaction to the changes in the society and culture as well as in the value judgements and even in the structure of language (cf. Colbert 1989) . all this happened in the complex process of europeanization of estonian people which included the rise of individuality, literacy, Christianity, and nationality. 
